ACE Mentor Bio:

Mary Paige Boyce
Richland School District Two
Education

Education:
The University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill, NC. BA in International Relations
Masters in Teaching from University of South Carolina in Columbia, SC

Licenses and Certifications:
Masters in the Art of Teaching
SC Certified Teacher in Middle and High School Social Studies
SC Certified in School Administration

Professional Affiliations:
SCASA – South Carolina Association of School Administrators
SCCDP – South Carolina Career Development Professionals
CTEA – Career and Technical Educators Association

Who or what inspired you to join ACE as a Mentor?
Bringing the worlds of Architecture, Construction, and Engineering to the students of Richland Two is an exciting possibility. Knowing how well students respond to professionals in fields of their interest and knowing how making such connections increases student performance in high school is a driving factor. Knowing the professionals associated with ACE of the Midlands gives me confidence that we can connect our students with outstanding mentors.